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TOP 4 bank, Poland

Branch location analysis

We have been working on full utilization of
the bank’s distribution network’s potential
for three years.

Our customers obtained crucial business
profits:

• PLN 0.8 bil Identified potential for
additional revenue

• 10–20% reduction of rental costs
within the network

TOP 10 bank, Poland

New direct service channel

The newly developed Contact Centre

• small service teams,

• large service teams,

• internet/electronic banking help-desk
and 2-line support unit

Benefits:

• Direct Contact Centre channel with full
portfolio coverage

• Transfer of all operational processes
from RMs into new unit within 3
months

• Increased client satisfaction from service
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Midle size bank, Czech. Rep.

New mobile app and pricelist launch

Description: Complex project consisting of
8 separate streams managed by PwC for
both Czech and Slovak branch.

Goals: To launch the newly developed
mobile application, introduce new pricelist
and design activation strategy.

Benefits for the client: Activation strategy
resulted in substantial additional revenue
to the bank in Q1 2015.
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Geomodelling:

1. The PwC GeoDataMart base contains the complete map of the Polish banking market, which
includes both the biggest cities and small towns. The information on the location of the direct
network branches of the competition is updated for the purposes of a specific project.Specific
networks are categorised on the basis of an analysis of the format sensitivity of your networks; at
the same time, the impact of particular networks is diversified within the framework of a
geospatial model.

2. Geomodelling includes the spatial separation of micromarkets, consistent from the
geographical point of view.

At this stage, we take into account the natural barriers: rivers, forests, green areas, landscape,
type of housing: industrial, commercial, living areas, etc. and layout of the infrastructure, i.e.

roads and rail tracks. Micromarkets are limited by uncrossable or difficult to cross barriers
creating a consistent business space.

3. After separating the micromarkets, the share of the analysed network in the micromarket
should be evaluated. At this stage, the dispersion of the competition within the framework of the
micromarket and the competitive networks impact are crucial. POIs are analysed from the point
of view of the drive time or walking distance during particular times of the day or week. The
analysis result shows the percentage share of each POI in the analysed micromarket

4. Final stage of the geomodelling phase includes the determination and measurement of the
variables for the purposes of particular hypotheses. In this phase, we measure the variables
which may have impact on POIs KPI. During this geomarketing project, more than 600
hypotheses were tested.

Approach

As an effect of implementation of the activities recommended by PwC, our customers obtained crucial business profits:
• 10–20% reduction of rental costs within the network
• 17% of the identified additional potential of obtaining new customers
• 15–30% sales levels growth of selected products
• potential for ~0.8 bil in additional revenue

Benefit

There were two objectives set-up from the client: 1. realising the potential of the branches which do not use it now 2.maintaining the performance of the branches which exceed their potential. We
identified potential for approximately PLN 0.8 bil in additional revenue (which constituted 35% of the bank’s existing PLN revenue).

Background

Case study: Branch location analysis
for big bank in Poland
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Market:
• Performed market research to assess demand for remote service for consumers
• New unit structured to reflect the market coverage of the Bank
Segmentation:
• Client segmentation based on geographical and size criteria
• Developed different service approach to mass and affluent client
• Developed the VIP services for key clients
Service model:
• Assignment of portfolios to the person (affluent) or team (mass market)
• Direct lines to dedicated person/team
• Alignment of Contact Centre portfolios with RMs portfolios
• Single point of contact across all operational topics (no direct contact with operational units)

Approach

• Direct Contact Centre channel with full country and all lending products portfolio coverage
• Good alignment of new channel with RMs and Operational Units (Back Office)
• Transfer of all operational processes from RMs into new unit within 3 months
• Increased client satisfaction from service

Benefit

The Top 10 Polish Bank designed the Target Service Model for retail segment to release RMs from operational activities and boost sales through new sales campaigns. The new model assumed
preceding the operational support through the direct channel basing on call centre technology. The newly developed Contact Centre were consisting of: small service teams, large service teams,
internet/electronic banking help-desk and 2-line support unit.

Background

Case study: Development of new direct service channel
dedicated for consumer clients at Polish bank
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New mobile app and pricelist launch at mid-size bank in the Czech
Republic
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Approach

The main goals of the project included:
• timely launch of the new smartphone application
• repositioning of the bank and raising the awareness of its brand as ‘the icon of mobility‘, and
• introduction of new pricelist maximizing bank‘s revenues while holding on to its values with minimum negative impact on PR.

The project was finished on time, the smartphone application was with exceptional attention launched on a press conferences held in Praha and
Bratislava at the same time. Activation strategy prepared in the course of the project brought substantial additional revenue to the bank in Q1 2015,
exceeding the initial business case.

Benefit

After initial success of the client, a mid-sized bank operating in the Central European region, its visibility on the market has deteriorated. Internally, the bank was facing problems with managing
projects focused on increase of revenues successfully due to lack of resources and proper experience with large scale projects.

Background

The client turned to introduction of new pricing policy and efforts to reposition the bank on the market. Together with the launch of a new smartphone application scheduled for
December 2014, the bank has requested PwC‘s support to ensure that the initiatives will be delivered on time and make an impact.
Our team has provided the bank with complex project management and expert advise in areas such as benchmark, marketing communication and brand awareness in both the
Czech Republic and Slovakia.
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